Extend your Cycling Tour and visit more of
Beautiful Zealand
2015

Prolongation of a Zealand Cycling Tour
Continue you trip around beautiful Zealand by
extending your stay by a few more days, and visit
historical Køge and the picturesque cliffs at Stevns.
Zealand is an amazing island and home to the Danish
capital, Copenhagen. Enjoy the beautiful green
landscapes, the ideal conditions for cycling and the many
kilometres of secluded pathways ahead. Therefore, we
offer the possibility to extend your stay by one or two
days and show you even more of this wonderful place.

Information

Day 7. Roskilde – Køge, 45-50 kms
Instead of going directly to Copenhagen on the last day of cycling in your original
tour, the route will now take you south to Køge Bay. Going from Roskilde you start
out going through little charming towns and the peaceful recreational area around
Hedeland, where an old gravel pit has been transformed into an incredible nature
reserve buzzing with lively activities. Try riding on Iceland Ponies, take a trip with
the preserved locomotive or have fun at the nature playgrounds, and continue on to
Køge along the coast.

Start Dates:

Day 8. Daytrip to Stevns, 30-70 kms (only in DKK-2A)
Spend the day taking a beautiful daytrip to the spectacular cliffs at Stevns further
sourth. Enjoy the amazing view and hiking trails, and set the length of the route
according to your own needs and energy. Along the way you go through areas that
were once populated by farmers but is now mainly covered by cosy summerhouses
and make out a great place for at break. Once you get to Stevns it is definitely
recommendable to take a walk and a closer look at the steep cliffs disappearing
into the sea, but be careful to stay at a safe distance to the edge. Visit the church
that got a little too close and left only a small part of it standing, when the rest fell
off the eroding edge in 1928. Go back to Køge by bike, or continue to Fakse and
take a direct train (ticket is not included).

Tour Code:

DKK-2A / DKK-2B

Tour Type: Individual, self-guided tour
Duration:

A: 2 extra days and nights
B: 1 extra day and night

Travel Period:

18 April – 10 October

Total Tour Length:

In continuation
of other tours
A: 120-165 kms
B: 90-100 kms

Accommodation Categories:
3*-4* hotels
Route Characteristics:

Easy tour

Day 9. Køge – Copenhagen, 45 kms

Follow the coast most of the way back to Copenhagen
where the tour started. Go through the quiet suburbs,
enjoy the cosy cafés, restaurants and beaches, and sense
the transition from the outskirts of town to the vibrant
capital. You enter the city from the south, make a swift
detour to the island Amager and go along pathways where
the landscape is beautifully preserved. This place is kept
for cyclists, pedestrians and the cows and horses that are
kept here, and it constitutes a quiet oasis close to the
noise and endless possibilities of the big city.
Day 10. Copenhagen
A memorable tour has ended. Depart after breakfast at the
hotel - or extend your stay again by another few days in this
beautiful and charming city.

General Information
 The bike tours are unescorted and self-guided.
 The mileages stated are approximates of the distances
for the recommended routes and detours.
 Detailed maps and information are given making it
possible to do individual detours without getting lost.
 It is not mandatory to wear helmet in Denmark – but
safe to do so 

Accommodation
This tour is only available in category A. Regardless of your
chosen category of the main tour the extension of the tour
use accommodation in category A. This translates into a
nice and comfortable 3*-4* hotel in Køge, where you spend
one or two nights depending on the length of your extension.

Back on track
Even though the extra days are a prolongation, the main
tour is not entirely over when they begin. The extension is
inserted between the two last days of the main program,
which means that instead of going directly to Copenhagen
the route takes you south to Køge and possibly Stevns. On
your way back to Copenhagen the route merges with the
original program, and everything included in your main tour
is therefore also a part of the prolongation.

Services included in tour:
 1 or 2 additional nights in double room with private
facilities according to chosen category of
accommodation
 1 or 2 additional breakfasts (or half board, if added)
 Daily luggage transport between hotels
 Travel book, maps, route descriptions
 Relevant tourist information materials
 Service hotline
 Free parking in Copenhagen during the tour

Services NOT included:
 Your transport to and from Copenhagen
 Drinks and meals apart from breakfast
(or half board, if added)
 Visits to attractions, museums, etc.

Travel dates 2015

Rental Bikes and Equipment
For this tour we offer comfortable trekking bikes equipped
with:



21-27 gears, freewheel and handbrakes or
7-8 gears and both pedal and hand brakes
as standard.

Our bikes are available in different models for both men and
women in different frame sizes. Bikes for children, gators,
tag-alongs, children seats, etc. are available upon request.
Also electrically supported bikes with 3, 6 or 7 gears, pedal
brakes and high quality, long lasting batteries with capacity
up to 60-80 kms are available upon request. Electrically
supported bikes are available in unisex frames only.
Each bike is equipped with 1 pannier, tools and repair kit, 1
spare tube, pump and 2 locks.

As this tour is designed to be an extension of one of the many
splendid cycling routes on Zealand the start dates naturally
varies according to your individual tour. This means that like
other tours on Zealand, this prolongation is available from
April to October 2015. It also means that, based on the
regular travel dates, the first day of this program will most
likely be a Friday or Saturday depending on chosen start date
for the main tour.

Prices
A
2 days / 2 nights

B
1 day / 1 night

Price per person in shared double room incl. breakfast

€

Price per person in single room

€

Child up to 2 years

€

Child 3-11 years

€

3rd and 4th person in family room

€

High Season surcharge 13/6 – 22/8 2014

€

Surcharge during Roskilde Music Festival. Applicable for all tours with nights in
Roskilde between 23/6 and 6/7 2015 (f.ex. applicable for the tour starting
Saturday 20th June)

€

Half board 7 x 3 courses or buffet

€

Half board on tour but not in Copenhagen 5 x 3 courses/ buffet

€

Bike rental

€

E-Bike rental

€

Additional night in Copenhagen in double room

€

79

73

Additional night in Copenhagen in single room

€

117

110

ATTENTION! Please be aware that the prices for this tour is not entirely ready. Feel free to
contact us for an offer or further information.
All prices are stated in Euros per person .

